
ALPHA COLLEGE OF ENGGINEERING &TECHNOLOGY
FAQ FOR BASIC ELECTRONICS (2110016)

DEPARTMENT:CE,IT,EE(2ND SEM)
CHAPTER 1

1 Explain in brief about Dot Convention.(Dec.2015)

2 Write a short note on Oscilloscope.(Summer-15,Winter 15)

3 Explain in brief about Lumped circuit elements called resistor and capacitor also 
Write a short note on Ammeter and Voltmeter.(Summer-14)

CHAPTER 2

1 Explain DELTA-WYE and WYE-DELTA  transformation in brief with necessary equat ions and circuit  
diagrams .(Summer-14,15)

2 Find the voltage Vx using superposition theorem. All resistor values are in ohm.  (Summer-15)

3 Determine the voltage across the 20 Ohm resistor in the following circuit of
Figure.(a) with the application of superposition theorem. (Summer-14)

CHAPTER 3

1 Draw circuit diagram of non-inverting operational amplifier & explain in brief.
(Summer-15)

2 Describe low pass active filter using Operational amplifier with necessary diagrams and equations.
(Summer-15)  or  Describe band pass active filter using Operational amplifier with necessary diagrams 
and equations.(Summer-14) 

3 Write about Differential amplifier using Op-amp with necessary circuit
diagram and equations. (Summer-14)

4 Explain in brief following properties of operational amplifier. 
(a)  Input Resistance         (b)  Open Loop Voltage gain  
(c)  CMRR                       (d)  Input Offset Voltage  
(Dec.2015)

CHAPTER 4

1 What is difference between in Microprocessor and Microcontroller?Draw and explain microprocessor 
system architecture(Summer-15,Winter 15)

2 What do you understand about multiplexing? Explain any one of the Multiplexing
technique.( Summer-15)
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3 Reduce the given function using K-map, F=∑m(1,3,5,9,11,13)(Summer-15)

4 Write Short note on D flip flop with circuit diagram and truth table.(Summer-15)
Write Short note on SR flip flop with circuit diagram and truth table.(Summer-14)

5 Classify the types of Computer network? Explain each one of them in brief.(Summer-15)

6 For the switching function F = A(A’+B), draw a corresponding set of logic blocks and write the truth 
table. (Summer-14)

7 Draw only ISO-7 layer model block diagram of an OSI for computer Networks. (Summer-14)

8 For the logic expression  F=A'B'+AB
(i) Obtain the truth table. 
(ii) Name the operation performed 
(iii) Realize this operation using AND, OR, NOT gates 
(iv) Realize Same operation using only NAND gates  (Winter 15)

9 Classify display devices. Also Classify network topologies and draw each one of them (Winter 15)

10 What is transmission medium? What are the different types of transmission medium?(Winter 15)

CHAPTER 5

1 Draw only functional block diagram of signal processing system.(Summer-15)Explain in brief Product 
Modulation and Demodulation with necessary diagrams.(Summer-15)

2 What do you understand about multiplexing? Explain any one of the Multiplexing technique. (Winter 15)

CHAPTER 6

1 Draw & Explain the functional description of digital communication system in brief.(Summer-15)

2 Classify the s tandard based on 2G & 3G.(Summer-15)

3 Write short not on Cellular communication system.(Summer-14) or Explain in brief cellular concept in 
mobile radio system.(Winter 15)

4 What do you understand about frequency reuse concept & Why it is used in cellular system?(Summer-15)

5 Draw block diagram of Pulse code Modulation.(Winter 15)

6 Define Waveguide, Transmission lines and Antenna.(Summer-14)

7 Define the following terms: 
(a)  Reflection (b) Directivity  (c) Isotropic Radiator   (Winter 15,Summer-15))

8 Compare DSB-FC, DSB-SC, SSB, VSB. (summer 15)

CHAPTER 7

1 Classify the Control systems. (Summer 15) or Compare Open loop and Close loop System.(Summer 15)

2 Explain any four rules of Block diagram reduction for control system with necessary block diagrams.
(Summer-14)

3 Draw and explain the typical unit step response (Transient Response) of the control system. (Summer-14)

4 Explain digital control system with necessary block diagrams. (Winter 15)














































































































































































































































































